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Freedom

It Leaves Hoof Prints

Horseback Adventures
Wide-open country with 100-mile vistas and active riding
are just some of the features of a Blue Sky Sage ride.
Every week is a very hands-on experience of free-spirited
horsemanship, with no fences and no “nose to tail” trail
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riding. We ride good Horses, we have a lot of fun and

are a few things here you can get nowhere else. Like the

no one ever leaves thinking they haven’t had enough

freedom to be your own person; simplicity and a return

time in the saddle! For over 16 years, avid horsewomen

to a straightforward way of doing things. Blue Sky Sage

and horsemen have been riding with Blue Sky Sage

promises you will get all these things and more, set in

and experiencing for themselves the thrill and unique

the middle of expansive western country, with a willing

opportunity to ride freely across the open range, many

horse as your partner. Ride with Mike and Bobbi Wade,

of them returning year after year. For only 6 riders per

who guide every ride themselves, so you are assured the

week, adults aged 16 and up, choose from Girls Ride Out!

experience and expertise of their 40+ years as professional

women-only weeks, Guys Ride Too! mixed group rides, or

guides and horsemen are shared throughout your

the one-of-a-kind Mustang Horse Adventures. Get ready

horseback riding vacation.

to pull your cinch, catch a stirrup, and RIDE!

Saddles & Horses
Meet the Horses! Every horse in the Blue Sky Sage cavvy is
well-mannered, gentle, responsive, healthy and fully trained
for the job they do for every rider, and are personally selected
and integrated into the program by the Wades. In addition to
quality saddle horses, every guest will ride a Blue Sky Sage
Signature “Double Wade” saddle, a custom designed
trail saddle which the Wades developed with their local
saddle maker, especially for the comfort and safety of both
the rider and the horse. It’s all about the horses here; you’ll
spend every day immersed in riding and learning natural
horsemanship, with a goal of a safe, enjoyable horseback
experience. With good horses and quality tack assured, the
only left to do is make your reservation!

Wide Open Spaces
The fences are few and far between, “civilization” is a long
way off and the freedom to ride is limited only by your
desire. You will be horseback in the midst of the wide-open
spaces of Wyoming, with 100-mile vistas stretching between
the horizons. Ride along the Continental Divide as it crosses
the Red Desert, or into the Honeycombs badlands wilderness
of the Great Divide Basin. Find yourself along the banks
of the Little Sandy River as it winds its way like a ribbon
of refreshment through the high, cool desert. This tall and
uncut country is the home of the true western perspective.
Cowboys, wild horses, historic trails, and ancient Native
American campsites are still a part of the landscape.

Home on the Range
Less is more; you will have everything you need to be
comfortable and well-fed in the simple, yet comfortable
outdoor setting. Sleep out under the stars or in a private,
cozy range tent. A cot with a thick foam pad under your
bedroll, in the pure Wyoming air promises you a good
nights’ sleep. Settle into your camp easy chair, pour
yourself a cup of steaming hot Cowboy coffee and enjoy a
varied menu that features Wyoming-grown organic, grassfed bison, wild Alaska salmon, crisp salads and fresh fruits,
natural cereals and yogurt, fresh vegetables, homemade
breads, an desserts made from scratch right off the fire out
of a Dutch oven.

